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Budget passes; fee increase hits home
CSU_forced to cut classes, lay oft:faculty,
planfor overcrowded classrooms in spring

portional rise in Cal Grant money.
But in the final version of the compromise, Wilson decided not to raise
aid in proportion to the fee increase,
Fenton said.
The Student Aid Commission,
the state agency which dispenses
Cal Grant money, can either elect
to help more students by giving less
to each student or pay fewer students the higher amount, Fenton
said.

Even if the university isn’t sure
of its new budget, Stahl said, most
full-time students will be billed $186
within the next few weeks.
That $186 reflects the increase in
Although the money used to
BY LES MAHLER
Spartan Day Ch)el Copy Editor
rehire professors and reopen class- fees by 40 percent over the previous
es came from the then-anticipated semester, which at SJSU was $592,
California finally has a budget. 40 percent increase in student fees, sending the total to $778 per semesBut the higher education trailer the effects of the 8.8 percent cut will ter. SJSU part-time students, who
that served as part of the $56 billion "be felt in the spring instead of the now pay $392 per semester, will see
budget package, approved early fall," Bentley-Adler said. By com- their semester fees go up by $108 to
Wednesday morning, will hit the parison, the anticipated 6.5 percent $500.
The 40 percent fee hike, which
CSU system in the spring, accord- cut would have allowed the univering to Colleen Bentley-Adler, CSU sity to reopen admissions in the will terminate in three years, was
spring to some community college requested by Wilson in January
spokeswoman.
when the deficit was at $6 billion.
CSU administrators, and the transfer students.
Stahl said the first set of bills will
presidents of the 20 campuses, had
be payable by the first week in
been preparing a budget that reflect- Faculty layoffs anticipated
Once again, the CSU will be December. Financial aid students
ed an 8 percent cut.
What they got instead, accord- forced to cut classes, lay off faculty will not have to pay the remaining
ing to Bentley-Adler, was an 8.8 per- and plan for overcrowded class- fees since their aid award reflected
the 40 percent increase.
rooms, Bentley-Adler said.
cent cut.
But at the same time, Cal Grant
But just how deep those cuts will
That eight-tenths of a difference,
according to Bentley-Adler, coupled be is still unknown, said Bentley- recipients may have some of their
awards cut by 15 percent or not
with the rehiring of instructors and Adler.
The effects of the new state bud- receive the difference needed to offreopening of hundreds of classes
this semester, will make the spring get will not be known for a few set the 40 percent increase, accordmore weeks, said Lori Stahl, SJSU’s ing to Liz Fenton, legislative direcsemester more difficult to bear.
tor for the California State Student
In the Spring 1992 semester, the public information officer.
California’s Department of Association.
CSU system was forced to lay off
The average annual CSU fee
1,345 faculty members, while cut- Finance first has to issue a budget
ting 5,000 classes. But in the sum- to the CSU system which will, in prior to the 40 percent increase was
mer, just before classes started turn, work out a budget for each $972. With the 40 percent increase
in effect, the average fee will go up to
statewide, Chancellor Barry Munitz, separate campus, Stahl said.
As soon as the CSU system devel- $1,309 annually.
gambling on only a 6.5 percent cut,
In early sessions of the budget
rehired 1,000 of the professors and ops a budget, SJSU will know betreinstated up to 3,500 classes that ter what cuts to anticipate for the stalemate, legislators wanted the fee
increases to be covered by a proSpring 1993 semester.
had been previously canceled.

CSU to the rescue
But the CSU could come to the
rescue of those students, BentleyAdler said.
Instead of needy students paying for the increase, the CSU would
probably have to come up with
money from another source,
according to Bentley-Adler. But the
source of that money is still
unknown.
The new state budget came after
more than two months of bickering, charges and countercharges
between Gov. Pete Wilson and
democratic legislators. The Assembly conceded on the major stumbling block to a balanced budget:
education.
From the Assembly, the compromise moved to the Senate where
it was quickly approved and sent to
the governor for his signature. Wilson signed the budget bill around
2 a.m. Wednesday.

ANDY BARRON SPECIAL TO THE
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Mike Andrade, A.S. director of student-sponsored programs, hands out
blank IOUs payable to the governor and Assemblyman Willie Brown.

Students, faculty, administration
react to impact of new state budget
By MARIA C ROSE,
RACHEL LUTHER
& Amos FABIAN
SWAB

Daily Start Wnters

Reaction has been strong as
SJSU braces for its share of an 8.8
percent cut approximately $146
million of state funding to the
CSU system that Gov. Pete Wilson
approved early Wednesday morning.

Fees for full-time resident students will increase $186 this fall and
$108 for part-time students, according to Marlene Anderson, cashiering supervisor. Bills will be mailed
out beginning next week.
Here’s what the campus had to
say about passage of the budget:
IN "We won’t know what the
See REACTION, Page 3

Student robbed
of $300 at ATM;
UPD investigates

Those melting days of summer

Police warn students to take precautions
BY MARIA C ROSE

spanan Wily 51111 Wnter
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Free ice cream was being served on a warm Tuesday afternoon near Clark Library as part of Welcome Day ’92 festivities. Senior advertising student Shawn Oliver attempts to eat a rapidly melting ice cream cone on the way to his advertising class.

Students are being warned to
take precautions when visiting an
ATM at night after $300 was stolen
from a female student walking to
a fraternity house near Ninth and
San Fernando streets late Tuesday
night, according to a UPD report.
The 19 -year-old San lose
woman was walking from an offcampus ATM when a man grabbed
the wallet she was carrying in her
hand, took three $100 bills and left
the wallet. The suspect fled to a car
waiting nearby with other men
inside, said University Police
Department Lt. Bruce Lowe.
The suspect is described as a
bald, dark-eyed, African-American male adult, 35 years old, 6 feet
tall and 175 pounds. He was last
seen wearing a light blue blazer
with a multicolored dress shirt,
light -blue jeans and high-top tennis shoes with a beard growth of
two to three days.
UPD recommends students take
steps such as going to the ATM
during daylight, going in pairs at

night and not counting their
money in public.
If someone accosts you, Lowe
recommended yelling "fire" instead
of "help" because people are less
likely to help if their own safety is
risked. UPD will be working with
other South Bay law enforcement
agencies for any similar crimes.
Anyone who may have information about the robbery is
requested to call the UPD Investigations Unit at 924-2222.
In an unrelated incident, an
argument between a 38 -year-old
female student and a companion
suddenly turned violent.
The woman, who was walking
with her male companion, was
allegedly assaulted by him between
Wahlquist Library South and the
Natural Science Building late Friday night, according to UPD Lt.
Bruce Lowe.
The suspect has been charged
with possession of weapons on
school property and carrying a
concealed weapon, Lowe said.
The district attorney has dismissed the assault and battery
charges.

SJ City Council to consider citizen review board to review police brutality
BY STEVEN C/IAE

Tear 1>agy stAit Wnt, r

After listening to more than two
hours of emotion -wrought testimony, the San Jose City Council
agreed Tuesday night to consider
implementing a citizen review hoard
that would investigate complaints
of police abuse.
While admitting "I know it
sounds like hollow word< San Jose
Mayor Susan Hammer agreed to
study the possibility of abandoning the police internal affairs unit
in favor of a citizen-run board that
could recommend disciplinary
action against abusive officers.
However Police Chief Louis

Cobarruviaz, who was not at the
meeting, has stated he is against citizen review boards, believing they
intimidate officers and discourage
them from speaking freely
About two dozen people testified
before the council, most of them
recounting their own stories of
abuse at the hands of San Jose police
officers.
One of those alleged abuses was
recounted by John Ambrose, who
has been a resident physician at
Santa Teresa Hospital in South San
Jose since 1973. He testified that in
August 1989, he was beaten by San
Jose Police officers after being pulled
over while driving his van near
Almaden Expressway.

lation of his civil rights.
Many others, including a large
delegation from the neighborhood
near Overfelt High School, complained of long-running problems
with abusive police officers.
Connie Ramirez-Enciso, her
voice choked by emotion, told of
the time San Jose police officers
allegedly "beat my son and daughter brutally with their batons."
"Ill hit my child that way, you’d
jail me for child abuse. What gives
them the right?" she asked.
Ramirez-Enciso went on to say
that when she called the department
to file a complaint, she was told to
"keep your kids inside:’
Mayor Hammer was clearly

Ambrose, who was suffering
marital problems at the time, said
his wife had called police earlier and
falsely told them "that I was driving
around with six loaded guns and
was a known cop-killer." Fie added
that when he was ordered out of the
car, he was immediately attacked by
baton-wielding officers.
"I put up my arms to protect
myself," Ambrose said, "and tried
to push them away." It was that
action, which he describes as "purely self-defense" that eventually
resulted in his conviction of assault
on a police officer. Ambrose’s
lawyers have filed an appeal, as well
as a $5 million suit in federal court
claiming excessive force and a vio-

moved by the testimony. "Listening
to your words tonight was not pleasant. As a mother and grandmother, I can relate to the fears and pain
expressed. Rest assured that neither
1 nor the city council will tolerate
police brutality in this community:’ Hammer said to applause from
the audience.
The other council members concurred with Ilammer, agreeing that
police abuses were indeed intolerable, while others related that family members had experienced problems with abusive officers.
George Shirakawa said that his
wife had experienced such problems, and councilwoman Blanca
Alvarado said her sons had experi-

enced similar run-ins. Neither could
be reached for further comment.
However, Shirakawa backed away
from endorsing the civilian review
board, saying that he would prefer
to see grand juries investigate brutality cases.
John Cox, Chairperson of the
Santa Clara County American Civil
Liberties Union, said the ACLU is
strongly in favor of a civilian review
board. "In fact," Cox said, "only
three of the 11 largest cities in the
United States do not have them,
those other two being Los Angeles
and Philadelphia:’
Cox went on to say that he is a
See BRUTALITY, Page 3
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EDITORIAL

J. Handel Evans has shown
his mettle with budget crisis
Evans is
Interim President J. liandel
the ball this’ keeps on rolling and
rollin}t and 1, Ming.
began his roll innocently in August
ot 1991 when then President Call Fullerton gave the ball a shove with the
aunt ’liniment other retirement. If only
he would have known.
’1’he costly search for a new president
began in November and ended in the
middle of March when the single remaining candidate, Ruth Leventhal, dropped
out leaving SJSU apparently presidentless and the CSU budget $61,000 poorer.
But I. Handel Evans kept on rolling.
With CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz’s
recent announcement to postpone the
presidential search for another two to
three years, SISU will receive his services
for this extended interim.
Even during the first and unfruitful
search, people were distraught about the
lack of a presidenthut SJSU had a president and still does.

Why extend the search?
During times of turmoil last semester when students crowded his office in
protest of the fee hike, Evans rolled with
the punches.
Faced with the budget dilemma, we
have a president who has proven his competence and kept the University going
while seemingly maintaining his cool
under the pressure.
At this time of fiscal prudence, why
must we go through another costly search
when we have a president who is doing
a fine job?
We know from past experience that
the position J. Handel Evans holds is a
difficult one, and will not be easy to fill.
But for all the problems involved, J.
Handel Evans has done asuperlative job.
So, in the end, what’s the rush in trying
to find a replacement for a man who fits
the position so nicely?
And J. Handel Evans just keep rolling
on and on and on.

Letters to the Editor
New S.J. ordinance
protects abortion
This invitation in Friday’s Spartan
Daily in the editorial titled "Women seeking abortions need safe access to clinics"
was irresistible (8/28). I do request my
letter be printed word for word, to ensure
this I am submitting it to the Spartan
Spectator iLS well as the Daily.
The problem in San Jose isn’t that
women lack safe access to clinics, but
they do lack a safe exit.
Wednesday August 12th, a young lady
was taken from the Planned Parenthood
facility on Alum Rock Avenue in an
ambulance.
’Ibe results of this botched "sate" abortion could change or even end her young
life. The immediate complications of
abortion include excessive bleeding
(hemorrhage), punctures or tearing of
the uterus which could require a hysterectomy thus ending any future desired
children, or infection because sometimes
parts of the baby are left inside the uterus.
A botched abortion could damage the
intestines and other visceral organs forcing her to go through life with a colostomy. (Abortion Malpractice Report). Long
term complications include more risk of
miscarriage, premature delivery due to
cervix damage and tubal pregnancies. I
hope and pray that this lady will be okay.
Unfortunately, she will be emotionally scarred for life and her story is all to
common. The book
silent No More documents this quite
extensively. Abortion might be legal but
it isn’t safe.
This information, fetal development
facts and alternatives to abortion are not
discussed inside the clinic so some prolifers have chosen to hand out pamphlets
and talk in a non-confrontational manner to women entering the dinic. This is
the sort of free speech activity this 8 foot
rule prevents. Sidewalk counseling isn’t

is

protesting or blocking access to abortion
clinics. Mayor Hammer and the City
Council have deliberately confused sidewalk counseling with protests where individuals stage the "sit in" which does block
access and is punishable under existing
trespass laws.
The ordinance is especially flawed
because a request for withdrawal can
come from anyone. The boyfriend, husband or parent who is pressuring a girl
into having an abortion can yell back off.
The employee or agent of the abortionist can also request a withdrawal either
verbally or by wearing a back off
sign.(Section 10.08.030, A and E)
The abortion clinic has a vested interest in an abortion taking place since prenatal care constitutes only one seventh
of one per cent of its services. The Alan
Guttmacher Institute, which is the
research arm of Planned Parenthood
reports that for every 33 pregnant women
who go into RP. , 32 receive abortions.
The City of San Jose has now been committed to helping sell this "service?’ What
other business can boast of this sort of
arrangement?

FRED UWE RT

An all-purpose college survival guide for all ages
a warehouse with dancing and
sort of an
hallucinations
indoor Woodstock and a
backpack with a three-piece suit
could be regarded as a fashion
statement.

column is for all you
This
returning students who
have been out of school
10, 15,20 and maybe
even 30 plus years.

ors of college life at SJSU.

Remember, you will stand out
in a class by virtue of age. Try to
keep a low profile. If you jump
up in your Birkenstocks and
declare yourself an expert on
Woodstock because you danced
barefoot through the New York
meadow when you were 18, you
will find you are all alone. Not
another one of those boring
"when I was young stories?’
Experience counts only if you
are the professor. And in the
same vein, never, never tell your
English professor you are a personal friend of author Wallace
Stegner and Stegner’s approach
is somewhat different regarding
short-story interpretation. Nor
is it a good idea to point out that
you read all the extra credit and
outlined it in three different colors.

Do not worry, your wisdom
will be sought by many people,
who will confuse you with a lecturer in tine arts, the dean of students or the janitor. They will ask
you for directions, advice on
everything from class schedules
to income tax deductions and
bathroom locations. Students
will borrow from you - a book,
a pencil, a Scantron, your notes,
money. You do not need to be
their mother or father. Look
blank. Fake Alzheimer’s. Tell
them your ten-year-old invests
in stocks for you, and your notes
are holding up the short leg on
the dining room table.
It is nice to be part of the
younger generation so remember, the Red Hot Chili Peppers is
not the national dish of Mexico,
Rave is some kind of a party in

it comes to
When
history people of
color are getting
the short end of
the stick. And this is by no accident.
Take for example Greek Philosophy and African-Americans,
who have been carefully and purposely misled.

learned and studied through the
guidance of African teachers of
the Sacred Mystery System.
This mystery system, which
was located in Africa, served as
the base for the rise of Greek Philosophy.
Yet the origin of Greek Philosophy seems to be hidden from
the masses because those in
power do not want it brought to
the attention of the general public that Africa is the origin of
Greek Philosophy.

The cartoon, which depicted a ProLifer stepping on a Pro-Choicer, has to
go as it is extremely misleading.

Forum Page Policies

Doug Zak%
Senior, Marketing

Mary’s pumpkin soup. Do not
worry about Critical Thinking.
That’s what you do when your
16 -year-old son arrives home
with the car’s bumper tucked
under his arm.
It’s easy to juggle your work
schedule, school time and social
life. If you’re a night school person just have a full cup of Union
coffee around 6:30 p.m. You can
stay awake at least until the history movie and then snooze. But
be careful not to snore. It’s so
unbecoming.
If you are a mother, forget
organization go for survival.
Try to ignore family whinings
like, "Doesn’t anybody shop anymore? There’s no goat cheese to
put on my muffin?’
Learn to survive on three
hours of sleep divided between

explain they have read "Iron
John" and are searching for that
inner man lurking at the bottom
of the pool. Watch television with
the kids on Saturday mornings.
This is great stuff for that paper
in psychology on bonding or
how children memorize every
commercial in a two-hour time
period and have trouble remembering their family’s name.
Take heart. The younger students have the same problems.
It’s just that they can party until
3 a.m. talk and eat until 6 a.m.
and still have enough time left to
write a 21 page term paper on
Phylogeny of Red Chickens for
their 9:30 a.m. class.
It’s been a lot harder for me.
I have this damn fountain pen.
1.)orthy aims
is a Daily staffcolumnist, tier column
appears every other Thursday.

Importance of minorities ignored in history

1 want to congratulate the Daily for
acknowledging that this ordinance is
about protecting abortion. The Mayor
and City Council weren’t as candid.

Should the City of San Jose be spending the time and money to service the
multi-million dollar abortion industry?
I think, NOT.

Dorothy Klavins

Rave is some kind of
Frying Pans and
a party in a
Reentry counselors have sev- warehouse with
Fountain Pens
We all need help with the
eral "take charge of your life" pep
bureaucracy, and the counseling
talks about job upgrades, fulfill- dancing and
office is a good place to start. It’s two sessions on the computer
ing those forgotten dreams or
all right if your advisor is as and one trip to the library with
the
way
to
college might just be
maybe a side stop at Round Table Pizza
young as your son
hallucinations
enrich your poor meager life with
your nephew. Tell him you can to visit your son, who is now
a dose of intellect. Well, all that
skip Nutrition 101 because you working there in order to get a
may all be true, but I’m sure you sort ofan indoor
have survived marriage, divorce, hot meal.
want a few hints on how to sur3 children, a mother with no
Woodstock
Dads with families need to
vive the ordinary day-to-day rigculinary skills and your Aunt

Socrates is said to have been
the first human being to utter the
phrase, "know thyseIC’ However, this is untrue. The truth is that
Greek Philosophers, including
Plato, Aristotle and Socrates,

It is the pro-abortion members of
BACAOR and ACT-UP who are being
rude, shouting obscenities and in some
cases physically attacking peaceful people outside the clinic.

SPARTAN DAILY

Egypt, which is located on the
continent of Africa, was an

The Spartan Daily provides a daily Forum
page. Contributors to the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others
who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page
must be turned in to Letters to the Editor
box in the Spartan Daily newsroom, Dwight
Bentel Hall 209, during regular business
hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily, Department of Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA, 95192.
Articles and letters must contain the

fi

ancient African civilization. All
one must do is take a glimpse of
the statues of ancient pharaohs
and queens of Egypt. There is no
doubt that these statues depict
African descent.
The Greek historian, Herodutus, stated in book two of his
writings, The Histories, that
"they (Egyptians) had broad
noses, woolly hair and were
burnt of skin?’
Still the Western world chooses to down play the significant
contributions which people of
color have made in the chain of
historical world events.

author’s name, phone number, address and
major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5" disk.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and will be edited for grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to non -Daily staff
writers are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300-500 word essays
on current campus, political or personal
issues. Submissions should be well
researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words

Don McGee

Writers Forum
America’s educational system
doesn’t tell youth in its history
classes that Hannibal was a black
man or that the Rev. Hiram Revels was the first black to serve in
the United States Senate.
Also, youth rarely hear of the
history of the Aztecs and how
they mastered Mexico for hundreds of years.

responding to a certain issue or point of view.
Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporter’s/Editor’s forum: Opinion pieces
written by Spartan Daily staff writers/editors which do not necessarily reflect the views
of the Spartan Daily, the department ofJournalism and Mass Communication or SJSU.
Reporters are prohibited from writing opinions on issues they have covered for news
stories.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces that
express the majority opinion of an editorial
board comprised of Spartan Daily editors
and reporters.

SPARLAN DAllY

SpartaGuide

Brutality:

The San Jose State calendar

Today
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: First meeting/Recruitment, 6:30 prn. Spin. Pacheco
Room, Student Union, call 924-7934.
CALMECA PROJECT: Introductory meeting, 6 pm. Chicano Resource Center, call 2795143
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR GIST: Itighdife, 8 pm., *laden Room, Student Union, caN
293-5897
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Dinner, Fellowship and discussion, 6 pin. Campus Ministry Center,
10,th Streti at Sari Cadok call 298 0 204
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Adsonted Interviewing, 2 30 p
Room, Student Union, call 92430033

. Almaden

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: On-Campus Interview Preparatiori, 1230 pm.,
Costanoan Rrxxn, Student Union, call 924-6033
CONCERT CHOIR: Auditions, by appointment, dass meets Monday through Friday, 1030
am, Music Building 262, call 924-4332
GALA - GAY, LESBIAN & II-SEXUAL ALLIANCE: Social and general meeting, 430
pm 630 pm., Guadaupe Room, Student Union, call 275 8434
NU ALPHA KAPPA: flush Week, Sam
0233or 926-9674

3pm, in front of the Student Union, call 363-

PREVED CLUB: F est meeting, food arid beverage served, 1 30 p.m, Duncan HaN 352

Friday 4
INDIA STUDENT ASSOCIATION (ISA): General Meet, in, 12:30 prnCostarksan Room,
Student Union, call 259-2304
NU ALPHA KAPPA: Rush Week, 8am
0233 or 926-9674

3pm, in frorit of the Student Orion, call 363-

Saturday 5
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Welcome Back BBQ 4 pin, call 450-1770 fix location.
MUSLJM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Meeting and prayer, 1230 pm.- 2 p.m., AJmaden
Room, Student Uncut all 2410850.

Sunday 6
CALMECA PROJECT: Welcome Back BBC), 11 am. -4 pin. Spartan Field, cal 279-5143.
Spau-taGuide is available to SJ SU students, faculty and stall:organizations for free.

Deadline is 5 p.m., two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan
Daily, Dail 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of entries.
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Advertising
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924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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Citizens review
board
considered by
city council
From Page I
strong admirer of Chief Cobarruviaz, "and of the force, for the most
part:’
Cobarruviaz, who was vacationing in Mazatlan at the time, is
on record as opposing citizen
review boards. In a May interview
in the San Jose Mercury News,
Cobarruviaz said that citizen
review boards encourage officers
"to retreat into an atmosphere of
non-compliance.. .they’d be afraid
they wouldn’t get a fair shaker
Assistant Police Chief Bill Malleft echoed Cobarruviaz’ statement,
saying "there’s always a possibility
of it creating a code of silence." Mallett continued, saying that he feels
citizen review boards, in general,
are not as effective as internal affairs
units.
"Last year, 16 percent of the
cases brought to internal affairs
were upheld," Mallen said. He compared that to the rates of San Francisco and Oakland’s citizen review
boards, which he said had rates of
3 and 1 percent, respectively. M.:lien also said that police officers
"tend to see citizen review boards
as a kind of kangaroo court’
Cox and Chris Aguilera, chairman of the grass -roots group
Community Alliance Against
Police Brutality, dismissed the
department’s objections, saying
that a code of silence already exists.
Mayor Hammer said the council would present its findings at the
Oct. 20 council meeting, weeks
later than the Oct. 1 deadline set
by the community group. When
she asked the people assembled if
the date was acceptable, an elderly resident of the tioubled eastside
neighborhoods shouted back
"We’ve waited for 23 years. We’ll
wait for your

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
Engineering student?
Smart.
Math or science
make Also smart.
On tests, you probably run
equations over again to make
sure they’re right. So you’re
working harder.
You don’t have to do that
anymore. Not when you use
the 11-68 Advanced Scientific
or 11-85 Graphics Calt ulator,
with their last equation replay
feature and many other
smart functions.
We’ve spent years with
students like you

and educators like your professors to develop the 11-68 and
the11-85. That’s why they’re
so highly recommended.
For engineering students, the
11-68 solves up to five simultaneous equations, has complex
number functions and offers
formula programming.
The 11-85 builds on the
power of the 11-68 by adding a
wide range of graphing capabilities. Math students can handle
calculus problems more easily.
And technical students can see
the functions for a better
understanding of problems.
The 11:85 also handles
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Reaction: Students outra ed
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implications are for a few days."
Interim Executive Vice President Dean Batt
"14i’ve tried to make the best decisions, but the truth is we’re secondand third-guessing what will be
decided in Sacramento."
Academic Vice President Arlene
Okerlund
"Can we strike? Now college is a
privilege. Not everyone qualifies for
financial aid .... I’ve cashed more
unemployment checks (for recipients) in the last few months than in
the past. Students need to be given
a break We’ll be the only ones in the
next generation to make a difference."
Rick Maya, junior, art
"I wouldn’t mind the fee increase
if there were more classes to compensate for the increase"
Thuy Le, junior, administration
of justice
"The benefits after a college education are overwhelming compared
to anyfee increase, so it really doesn’t
bother me."
Doug Allen, senior, aerospace

"Naturally I’m relieved that the
budget’s been passed. I just heard
this morning (Wednesday morning)
so I don’t know a lot of the details
yet. I’m hoping for the best."
Roland Hamilton, professor,
department of foreign languages
"I’m very pleased and glad it’s past.
I’m just wondering what effect it is
going to have on our state"
Charles Kunsman, professor,
department of political science
"I’m not a happy camper. I’m terrified..the cuts and hits the university will take in the spring are going
to decimate us."
Robert Jenkins, professor,
department of theater arts
II "I haven’t seen the specific details
but I’m glad to see it’s over But I’m
disgusted that it took so long."
John B. Gruber, professor,
department of physics
"It’s bull. The governor says he’s

engineering

II "I always thought I was in a state
where education was a priority, and
it seems as though it is not."
Associated Students Controller
Shannon Roberts, senior, advertis-

Need a Mac at Midnight?
24 Hour
Mac & IBM
Rentals
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

FREE STUDENT
CHECKING
Free G.W. Pens when
you open an account.
Visit Great Western
on campus August 26.
September 3 in front of
the Student Union or

come by our office.

for education and social programs
but he cuts them. There is no way he
can eliminate the deficit in one year"
Willie Spencer, freshman, business administration and management
II"Balancing the budget on the back
ofstudents doesn’t say much for the
state leaders."
Rick Garcia, senior, mechanical
engineering
"High time! I’m relieved we finally have it. Maybe now we’ll get back
to the correct agenda education
and services."
Dwonnda Arnold, junior, industrial organization psychology
"Haven’t read about it yet Kind
of scared to look"
Yoshi Macino, graduate student,
photography
MI "It’s confusing, unethical and see
you in November"
Sherry H., junior, sociology
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Garcia at helm of
Big West favorites
BY J

i Si IA

It is becoming a familiar scene
for Jeff Garcia.
At the SJSU football Media Day
while his Spartan football
teammates sat together talking,
joking and goofing around
Garcia sat alone. The red-headed,
boyish -looking quarterback was
perched comfortably in his chair,
surrounded by reporters.
Singled out by new Spartan
Head Coach Ron Turner, as well
as the local media, Garcia is the
SJSU football team’s newest star.
After several eye-opening performances as a fill-in last season, Garcia has found himself in a new role
the Spartans’ main man.
The soft-spoken Garcia is
expected to lead SJSU to its thirdstraight Big West title.
"There is a little extra pressure
on me and I’ve never felt it before
said Garcia, trying to fend off a
reporter’s question. "I try not to
let it get to me. It really doesn’t
make that much of a difference."
The new-found attention has
come as no surprise to Garcia or
his teammates. After taking over
the starting job for three games
late last season in place of thenstarter Matt Veatch, Garcia
showed awesome potential.
When then-Head Coach Terry
Shea called him off the bench to
replace the injured Veatch, Garcia
threw for more than 1500 yards
and 12 touchdowns.
The 6-lbot-1, 185 pound junior
finished the season third in the
nation in passing efficiency, completing 62 percent of his passes
and was named a second -team
All -Big West performer.
Despite the loss of Shea, who
left SJSU to become Bill Walsh’s
offensive coordinator at Stanford,
Garcia is expected to produce similar results as a starter this season.
Minter a reknowned quarterback guru has worked with
several big-name college quarterbacks, including Rodney Peete at
USC. When Rimer took over last
January, he quickly made it known
that Garcia was his starting quarterback.
"I’ve been looking toward the
starting job since last season"Garcia said. "Right away coach Rimer said the starting job was mine
to lose."
With his grandfather, father
and two uncles all football coach-

es, Garcia grew up in a football
family. Growing up with his father,
Bob who recently retired after
22 years as the head coach at Gayilan Community College Garcia began learning the game at an
early age.
"I grew up around him on the
sidelines" Garcia said of his father.
"It helps my understanding of the
game. I am able to communicate
with the coaches pretty well:’
After graduating from Gilroy
High School, Garcia went to Gavilan to play for his father.
In his first season at Gavilan,
he ran for 584 yards and passed
for more than 2,000 yards and 18
touchdowns.
Garcia ranked sixth nationally
in total offense and was named a
second-team All -State selection
and an honorable mention AllAmerican. "It was unbelievable:’
Bob Garcia said. "He was like a
coach on the field. The kids really looked toward his leadership:’
Garcia came to SJSU in 1990
and was red-shirted his first year.
Last pre-season, Garcia battled for
the starting job, but Shea opted
for the more experienced Veatch.
Garcia was impressive in his backup role early in the season and in
the team’s seventh game against
California, he was called on to
replace the injured Veatch.
The next week Garcia got his
first start for the Spartans in the
homecoming game against UNLV.
He responded with a five
touchdown, 277-yard performance and lead SJSU to a 55-12
blowout win. The showing earned
Garcia the Big West’s "Offensive
Player of the Week" honors.
WO more impressive starts for
Garcia in the next two games
against Fullerton State and Hawaii
earned Garcia his sparkling reputation. This off-season, Rimer
has installed a new, high-percentage offense to make the most of
Garcia’s skills.
"He’s a complete package:’
Turner said of Garcia. "He’s got a
good arm, he’s mobile, and is a
good leader. He reminds me of
Rodney Peete."
It is that kind of a comparison
which raises expectations for Garcia.
This season Spartan football
fans as well as the media
will be watching Garcia closely.
Now it is time for Garcia to
prove he deserves the attention.
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BY PETE BOREUD
The "46" Defense designed to
stop the run and apply pressure to
the quarterback on passing situations sounds like the perfect way
to keep an opposing offense in
check.
At least SISU Defensive Coordinator Donnie Rea thinks so. With
this year’s Spartan offense learning a
new system, the team will be banking on it.
"It’s the best defense we can possibly be in" Rea said.
The "46" as it’s known to football
enthusiasts, sets six players on the
line of scrimmage the nose guard,
two defensive tackles, the zip linebacker and two outside linebackers.
The mike linebacker and rover play
behind the front six, while the two
cornerbacks play outside off the line.
The free safety plays back.
"It uses as many men as possible
on the line to stop the runno
defense does that better" Rea said.
"Then when you discourage the run
and force the offense to pass, you
blitz the quarterback It’s an attacking defense."
The Spartan coaching staff is particularly concerned with attacking
the quarterback this season the
team posted only 39 sacks last year.
Head Coach Ron Rimer has said
that the defense needs better pene-

trat ion, and the "46" is one way to
get it.
The "46" defense first gained
notoriety in the mid-1980’s with the
Chicago Bears of the NFL. Buddy
Ryan the Bears’ defensive coordinator at the time used it almost
to perfection, leading the Bears to a
Super Bowl title. When Ryan later
left Chicago to take over as head
coach of the Philadelphia Eagles, he
brought the "46" with him. It was
effective again. Soon other NFL
teams added it to their repertoire.
The "46" is now widely used in college and even high school football.
The Spartans have used this
defensive scheme since 1986, the year
before Rea came to SJSU. And even
though the team’s had three different head coaches in that time, the
"46" has survived. This season, Rea
estimates that SJSU will use this
defense about 75 percent of the time,
a significant increase from last year.
"We have better team speed this
season" Rea said, "and you need
good speed to use a man-to-man
defense like the ’46:" But if several
starters go down with injuries, the
Spartans may have to scratch the 46,
or at least limit its use.
"We don’t have much depth" Rea
admitted. With many of the returning members on defense starting,
most oldie reserve players are young
and/or inexperiencedespecially
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SJSU junior quarterback Jeff Garcia leaps to avoid teammate Aaron Linen during practice
on Saturday. Garcia, who came off the bench last season and garnered second -team AllBig West Conference honors, will be the focus of attention for the Spartans this year.

Spartans rely on aggressive defense
\ ran anI Nuly MAI Writer
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we can possibly be
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when it comes to the "46"
"We’re waiting for a lot of the
newer guys to come along’ Rea said.
One player that has surprisingly
come along is middle linebacker
Jimmy Singleton, a transfer from
Gavilan Community College. Rea
calls Singleton, the Coast Conference’s defensive Most Valuable Player last season, the key to this defensive alignment, "because he has to
make the calls:’
lloy lei. en, a first -year starter at
free safety, has a heavy burden in
replacing last year’s defensive leader
Hesh War. In the "46" he is the only
man positioned well off the line.
’Rimer labels the free safety position
"very important" in this set. The
defense will also be anchored by
returning starters, like outside linebacker Raymond Bowles and strong
safety Anthony Washington both
seniors who are recovering from
injuries.

Spartan
Football
Schedule ’92
SEPTEMBER
5 at CAL, 12:30 p.m.
12 at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
19 vs. Southwestern Louisiana, 6 p.m.
:6 at ,Statyord, 12.30 pin.

OCTOBER
3 at Wyoming, 12 p.m.
10 vs. Cal State Fullerton, 6 p.m.
24 at Utah State, 12 pm
31 at UNA: 1 pm.

NOVEMBER
7 vs. Nevada, 12 p.m.
14 at Pacific, 2 p.m.
21 vs. New Mexico State, 12 p.m.
Home games in bold.
All home games *led at Spartan
Stadium.
Listen to the games on KSIS 90.7 FM and
Kill’ 1590 AM.

Turner installs new offense.
hands the reigns to Garcia
SJSU Head Coach Ron Thrner
couldn’t have made it any dearer:
the new Spartan, ball -control
offense is in the hands of Jeff Garcia.
As a sophomore last season,
Garcia took over the helm of the
warn after starter Matt Veatch went
down with an injury. Garcia was
impremive. In his three starts Garcia threw for 1519 yards and 12
touchdowns and compiled 62 percent of his passes. A big question
mark for Raner going into the season will heat wide receiver.
Missing the ’Young Guns’
After lasing the "Young Guns",
one of the nation’s most productive pass catching groups last season, Rimer will return just one
starter from last season, senior
tight end Rich Sarlatte.
Rimer is looking at five inexperienced players, including
sophomore Jerry Reese and freshmen Dawaine Williams and Brian
Lundy, to fill the void left by the
Young Guns.
Spartans solid up front
Up front the Spartans look solid
at the center and guard positions,
but questionable at the tackle spots.
Second team All-Big West center
Nick Trammer returns to bolster

the middle of the SJSU offensil
line. At the guard spots, the Spa
tans will return starters, 6-foot 268-pound Alten Faletoi and 6264-pound Mike Fortino.
Turner looks for a tackle
Senior "Fravis Peterson has ba
tled Fortino for the left guard pea
t ion this off-season and may g
the staring nod. Two of the bigge
question marks for ’Rimer and h
offensive coaches will heat tt
tackle positions.
Junior college transfer Reubc
Johnson, (6-4, 265), will start
left tackle. Johnson is talentei
’Rimer said, hut lacks the caper
ence and confidence of a major cc
lege tackle.
Johnson will have to step up h
game to provide Garcia with goo
backside protection. Todd Rai
ncy, a 6-foot -3, 271 -pound retun
ing senior, will likely get the sta
at right tackle.
Untested backs
In the backfield the Sparta’
will be looking for productio
from two untested rushers. Sophe
more tailback Donald Lindsey an
senior fullback John Thompson I
fill in for last year’s starters Macc
Barbosa and Leon Hawthorne.
Jim Silt

Football ’92
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New Spartan head football coach Ron Turner gives his team some closing words at the end of practice Saturday. SJSU opens its season Saturday at Cal
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Transfers bolster defense,
Jensen to fill Colar’s shoes

SJSU offensive
spots, the Spartartcrs, 6-foot-2,
Faletoi and 6-2,
Fortino.

Last year’s team leader, flesh
Colar, is gone. But thanks to some
new talent, the Spartan defense is
on track for another outstanding
year.
Despite losing the duties of
Colar, the Spartans are confident
they can fill the vacancy.
Rover Anthony Washington,
who started along side Colar for
the past two seasons, will have to
take up the slack in the defensive
backfield.
Washington, who underwent
minor knee surgery in early July,
will team with Colar’s replacement,
Troy Jensen. Returning starter Dee
Grayer and senior Lester Grice will
start at the corners.

a tackle
’eterson has bat cleft guard p051 on and may get
woof the biggest
a- ’Rimer and his
rs will he at the

transfer Reuben
651, will start at
son is talented,
lacks the experiice of a major colte to step up his
trcia with good,
on. Todd Ran-pound return* get the start

Jensen could surprise
Much of the spotlight will be on
whether Jensen will be an able
replacement for Colar.
"He’s going to shock a lot of
people’: Washington said of Jensen.
"ik makes the plays?’

d the Spartans
Jr production
rushers. Sophoald Lindsey and
n Thompson to
starters Maceo
Hawthorne.
--Jim Silva

Linebacking a strength
’the real strength of the Spartan defense at the linebacking positions.
Despite returning just one
starter from last season All Big West performer Raymond
Bowles S1SU will add three

junior college transfers to the lineup. The biggest surprise over the
summer for Defensive Coordinator Donnie Rea was the performance of inside linebacker Jimmy
Singleton. Singleton, a 6-foot -2,
225 pound transfer from Gavilan
was the Coast Conference’s defensive player of the year last season.
"Jim is everything we hoped he
could be and more Rea said. lies
a Pac 10 quality linebacker!’
Bowles looks to repeat success
SJSU’s big play man this season
will be Bowles, an excellent outside pass rusher who garnered
first-team All-Big West honors last
season.
"Raymond is really gifted:’ Rea
said. "He and Washington are two
really intense guys."
Filling out the starting line back ing spots will be two talented
newcomers in junior transfers
Kareeb Harbin and Derrick Childs.
Spartans deep up front
Up front the Spartan defense is
experienced and deep.
Last year’s starting nose guard,
Kevin O’Connell, is back for
another season. O’Connell will he
flanked on each side by returners
Sean Neal and Marty Lion.
Jim Silva

Turner makes a smooth transition
BY ERIK Hove

Spartan Daily Stall Wok,

Walking around the Spartans football
camp these days, it seems like nothing
has changed. Players are getting ankles
taped and putting on their pads. The
coaching staff readies for practice with
its usual meetings and spirits are high
things are going smoothly. It’s as if nothing has changed.
But there has been a change, a big one.
There is a new man in charge.
New Head Coach Ron Turner has
made the transition from offensive coordinator at Stanford University to his first
head coaching job at SJSU a smooth one.
So far Rimer has not been able to point
out any problems with the new job and
has made it sound like everything has
gone as expected.
"The transition has been very smooth.
Everyone has adjusted really well’: Rimer said.
Turner had been an assistant coach
for 15 years at the college level. When
former Spartan Head Coach Terry Shea
left to become Bill Walsh’s offensive coordinator at Stanford ,Rimer took the head
coaching job at SJSU.
While Rimer may not have the history or experience of a Bill Walsh ,he still
has the expectations of a championship
Division I team.
Turner expects to win the Big West
Conference.
To make his expectations real, Rimer must look at a couple of factors that
will be crucial to the Spartans’ success.

The first is keeping healthy. The Spartans don’t have a lot of depth in several
positions and a rash of injuries could
make things difficult, Turner said. The
other factor that could hurt the team this
season is the inexperience on offense and
unproven players.
Turner hopes that these players can
step up and fill in where they’re needed.
If -Rimer gets his wish it could make his
first season a good one. Romer will be
thrown into the fire in his opening game
against the University of California at
Berkeley and expects to do well. ’Rimer
will be disappointed if the Spartans don’t
come out on top.
"1 don’t think that if we go and lose
but do well,
be happy:’ Rimer said.
"We’re going there to win."
’Rimer isn’t placing the future of Spartan football on that game, though. "We
still have 10 games to prepare for after
that:’ ’flutter said.The new coach brings
to the Spartans a ball -control offense that
has the capability of making big plays.
His system is not radically different than
those of past SJSU systems, but it may
demand more versatility from his players.
The change from assistant coach to
head coach has been "pretty much what
1 expected’ said Turner, with the only
difference being that he can’t be as "hands
on as an assistant coach. ’Rimer still likes
to deal one-on-one with players and likes
to joke around at times.
When starting running back Donald
Lindsey was doing an interview just
before an offensive meeting, Lindsey

The transition has
been very smooth,
everyone has adjusted
really well.’
Ron Turner
st vt,tr !.4.11.oth.1114.440

asked if the meeting was starting. Rimer santastically replied that he could come
whenever he wanted because he is "Donald Lindsey!" Rimer likes to have a good
rapport with his players and tries to keep
them loose.
"I think I am a players coach:’ Rimer said. "I like to get to know the guys.
But they know they can’t cross the line,
I’ve still got to be the boss?’
The players are not the only ones that
have to adjust to the new head man. Since
Ulmer will retain most of Shea’s staff, the
assistant coaches must adjust to a new
system and a new bass. One of the coaches that has had the most experience in
that department is running backs coach
Wally Gaskins. ’Rimer is Gaskins’ fourth
head coach.
"It’s been educational. It’s just a different way of doing things. It has been
enjoyable for me Gask ins said.
Rimer hopes this season will be as
enjoyable.
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Chicano library houses a wealth of resources
"We had a guy come in last week
who wanted some books to read to
kids in juvenile hall. Even though
we’re not serving the community at
large, sometimes we can make a difference?’
Tapia has noticed a lot of students
from other campuses using the
library. "People have come in from
L.A. and Cal-Poly. They’re really
surprised at what we have compared
to other campuses?’
SJSU freshman Adam Gonzales
was in the center Monday. He’s used
the center since he was a high school
student at Bellarmine and says the
center is a second home for him too.
"My dad brought me over here
for a history report: Gonzales said.
"Ever since then, I’ve been over here
at least once a week." His recent project has been researching information on Chicanos in boxing. "The
information you get here could
probably be found somewhere, but
it’s a lot easier here all in one place.
Gonzales also comes to the center to check out the bulletin board
with listings of campus events.

KAREN HAMER
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Dennis Savao, left, a political science major and Jimmy Moon, an enviormental studies major, make use of the
wide and varied resources at the Chicano Library Resource Center, located at Wahlquist Library North.
BY ANGELA
WW1

Hui.

hilly Stall Writer

When Pete ’MIA,. iii. U SJSU
in 1987, he felt alone. He was one of
the barely 8 percent of students in
the university who were of Chicano/Latino descent. He didn’t
know many people. He went to his
industrial technology classes, did
his homework.
Sometimes it was a struggle.
Then Tapia happened on what
he and many other students now
call a second home, the Chicano
Library Resource Center. He no
longer feels alone.
"I used to use this as my study
place," he said. "Ill wasn’t in class,
I was here?’
It became his connection to his
heritage as well as the campus and
now he works at the center part time
as a student assistant.
On the third floor of Wahlquist
Library North, hidden down a hall
and around a corner is this unique
"home" a treasure house, bursting with resources on the Chicano
experience, the heritage and the
struggles to overcome racism.
Walking into the center, students
see a huge mural blanketing one
wall. In bright greens, oranges and
blues, the painting shows stooped
field workers with their hands
chained, holding a calculator with
the inscription of "Galki:’ In the center of the mural, is a small child
reaching up toward men and
women who then lean a hand down
to an old woman the cycle of life.
With more than 2,300 books, a
CD-ROM directory of nearly 38,000
newspaper and magazine articles.
100 videotapes and about 400 reels
of microfilm, the center is the only
special library of its kind on campus or even in Santa Clara County,
as it was conceived for the academic community. Even though the Biblioteca Latino Americana in San Jose
is larger, about three times the size

of the center, most of the information at SJSU’s center is in English
which Tapia says is more useful for
all students.
And the center’s collection is
building.
"Three years ago we started an
oral-history project," said Jeff Paul,
the center’s director who has been
involved with the library since its
genesis in the late 1970s.
"The oral histories are like the
strong oral traditions you find in
many cultures. Like the corridos, or
Mexican ballads and songs:’ he said.
So far, more than 30 activists, professors and local people involved in
the Chicano movement have had
their stories recorded on video or
audio tape.
Oral histories treasured
Paul said many valuable stories
would be lost without this kind of
preservation.
"We’ve got things that didn’t get
much attention in the papers.
Things like the Fiesta de la Rosas in
1969. It was a parade that went
down Market and First streets.
About at Woolworth’s, lots of protesters were arrested by police so the
parade could go on. This was never
documented until our oral histories."
Paul also noted other overlooked
incidents of police brutality and
racism.
"The video is a wonderful
archive:’ Paul said. "You get the facial
expressions and gestures you don’t
get from reading a book. You can
see what the people were like?’
Despite the library’s growth with
this new addition, the center is of
course affected by the campus-wide
budget problems.
The center’s operating allocation
was recently cut about 40 percent,
according to Paul, and the student
staff budget was lowered 25 percent.
Still, the staff is able to maintain
the same hours as Clark Library.

The center serves about 15 to 20
students a day, according to Paul.
"So few people seem to know this
is here:’’iapia said.
Students from all ethnic backgrounds and races use the center.
"We see a lot of students from the
social science department and students doing projects for Mexican
American classes and bilingual education," he said.
But all sorts of information is
available."One woman even came
in here looking for a traditional
recipe," Tapia said. "We had lots of
them, but we couldn’t find the one
she wanted though?’
People from off-campus are often
using the resources as well.

Born through struggle
But this center, celebrating Chicano history, has had its own history of struggle and development.
The academic community it now
serves was hard to convince 13 years
ago.
"It was very hard to do research
on Chicano subjects in the main
library,’ Paul said. "Everything was
so spread out. So some students got
the idea for a Chicano library facility. But their request was turned
down by the university, so some of
the students decided to march on
the library director’s office?’
In fact, about 120 students from
various Chicano/Latino campus
groups threaded through library
halls and marched into then Library
Director Harold Olsen’s office,
according to a 1979 Spartan Daily
article.
Olsen insisted there was no space
for such a facility, and also said other
groups would want the same thing.

And that was just impossible.
But then -University President
Gail Fullerton didn’t agree. The students approached her after no
results form Olsen, and she agreed
to allocate $5,000 to start a core collection. By 1981, the center had
developed a strong repository and
in 1982, it was officially dedicated.
It will celebrate its 10th birthday in
November.
Paul says that Olsen was correct
in one way. Other groups have wanted equal treatment over the years.
But Paul feels Chicanos are in a special position in the community and
that this library is deserved.
"The situation for Chicanos is
different?’ Paul said. "Such a large
population of San Jose is Hispanic,
and the university hasn’t had a particularly successful recruitment
retention and graduation rate for
Chicano students. The university
doesn’t reflect the community, so a

1.11.!iMI11-1
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facility like this is necessary"
Most recent demographic figures
from the city of San Jose show about
26 percent of Hispanic descent,
while SJSU’s enrollment information for 1991 shows only 8.8 percent.
"And we did this at the right time
as well?’ he said. "There’s no money
for this kind of thing now. If other
groups want them, they will need
to put a lot of their own resources
into it:’
One student using the center
Monday, who has been researching
the Chicano movement, said how
vaaluable he found the centralized
facility. "You used to have to look
twice as hard, twice as long for half
as much information," he said.
Tapia agrees. He looked a little
sad Monday when he said this
would be his last semester here.
"This is a great place," he said.
"A home!’
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DEADLINE
September 10
Don’t Wait!
Test Date;
Oct. 3, 1992

cellular phone
WHOLESALERS

vEr 510) 770-8696

$25 Fee
Pay at Cashier’s office

’s also hard to believe
t hat you get free soft %Wife when
\ huy HP 48 calculators.

MIDNIGHT MU II CH I Es!
OPEN LOTE
TILL
3:00 am
Thurs. Fri.
Sat

"I
, ott

Thery’s a Int moire than a grill
calculati or waiting kir you when
you purchase an III’ 18SX I ir iii
Ill’ Ititi het Yeovil Juni. I, 1092.
and ktolicr II, 100! Yini’ll gvt

a liontis book that’s good for free
PIN at.% a free l’(
link cable
and hundreds of dollars hack
on algal( anon, iiki.1..cirieal
and mechanical engnieiaing-memory cards. t raining wok,
games, and IlIrs infrared printer.
’s really big offer Worth more
luau
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tft
Rock’n Happy Hour!
4-7pm Mon - Sat
1/2 price off Nachos’

mn max WO MI IMO MN

.....

$5011.

And
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going to

undo, y our Ill’ 48 calculator ewn
more valuable to yni. The free
serial cable lets y )11 exchange
information with pour IV. And
the free software disk lets you
enter and 0(4 equations easily.
dip :II) plotting, and analyze
polynomials,
Imk. 16,, lot I’m

k.f rol

Iff

III

Beyond all the bonuses, you’ll
have the right calculator for
pair most challenging classes.
111’ .48 calcolators have over
2100 built in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.
I lead over ti the campus bookstore now. After all, you don’t
SPI. this kiwi of deal I ’very day.
Ill’ calculators. The liest for
your success.
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World Events
0 At least 36 dead
after tidal wave
hits Nicaragua
MASACHAPA, Nicaragua (AP) Splintered huts and buildings littered a 200mile swath of Nicaragua’s coast Wednesday
following a tidal wave that killed at least 36
people and left thousands homeless. Dozens
were missing, and rescue workers expected the death toll to rise.
A major earthquake at sea caused a wall
of water up to 30 feet high to sweep over
most of the Nicaraguan coast. It submerged
islands and rolled more than a half mile
inland in some spots, destroying beachfiont
homes and hotels and scattering wrecked
boats and cars.
The surge of water sucked people and
small buildings out to sea as it retreated.
Nicaragua’s government appealed urgently for international aid.
"The sea took us by surprise. All of sudden, I was swimming inside my own home,
and all my furniture was floating around
me:’ said Socorro Lopez, 47, who lost two
grandchildren in Masachapa, a beach resort
of about 2,000 people south of the capital,
Managua.
"This huge wave swallowed us house and
all. Now I’ll never be able to bring my grandchildren back:" the woman said, sobbing,
as the recovered bodies of the 4-year-old
boy and 2-year-old girl were laid out nearby.
Eight of the nine confirmed dead in
Masachapa were children.
Lt. Col. Ricardo Wheelock, an army
spokesman, said preliminary figures indicated 36 people were known dead, 44 missing and 142 injured. More than 300 houses were destroyed, he said.
The missing included at least 12 fishermen lost at sea near Masachapa, Red Cross
officials said.
The earthquake, which registered 7 on
the Richter scale struck, at 6:16 p.m. and
was centered 75 miles southwest of Managua, according to the National Earthquake
Information Center in Golden, Colo.
Aftershocks followed, and the center said
they likely would continue for days but probably would not cause damage.
Nonetheless, authorities evacuated thousands of people from coastal areas and wailing ambulances sped through towns picking up the injured and dying.
The earthquake was among the most
damaging to hit Nicaragua since a 1972
quake measuring 6.2 on the Richter scale
devastated the capital, killing 5,000 people.
The tidal wave smashed into dozens of
communities from Corinto, 50 miles north-
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west of Managua, to San Juan del Sur, on
the Costa Rican border.

Second Briton
jailed for illegal
entry into Iraq
LONDON (AP) - Iraq has sentenced a
second Briton in a week for illegal entry,
giving him a 10-year term for riding into
Iraq on a bicycle trek, the Foreign Office
said Wednesday. Britain strongly protested.
The sentences have aroused concern that
Iraq might use the men as pawns to pressure Britain over its involvement in the allied
"no-fly zone" over southern Iraq to protect
Shiite Muslims from attack.
Michael Wainwright, 42, is being held in
a Baghdad jail with Paul Ride, 33, also
accused of illegal entry and sentenced to
seven years.
Red Crass officials said they visited both
men on Sunday at Abu Grhaib prison and
found them "in good health and good spirits:’
The Foreign Office said it would protest
"in the strongest possible way at this totally disproportionate sentence and demand
Mr. Wainwright’s release:’
Wainwright, a laborer, was cycling to
Australia and was picked up in early May
after crossing from ilirkey into Kurdish controlled northern Iraq. He maintained
his innocence, saying Iraqi guards allowed
him entry.
Ride says he was arrested when he mistakenly crossed the border from Kuwait He
had been working as a caterer in Kuwait.

Yeltsin complains
of pressure over
disputed land
MOSCOW (AP) - President Boris
Yeltsin complained to Japan’s Foreign Minister Wednesday that Tokyo was putting
economic, political and psychological pressure on Russia to force it to surrender the
Kuril Islands.
Neither side offered any new proposals
to solve the 47-year-old territorial dispute,
which has beset relations between the two
nations, leaving the issue unsettled ahead
of Yeltsin’s Sept. 13-16 trip to Japan.
Even before his meeting with Foreign
Minister Michio Watanabe, Yeltsin said the
time was not right for Russia to give up the
islands off Japan’s northern coast.
"Right now, the political situation is such
that we can’t resolve that question:’ Yeltsin

said.
Yeltsin is under increasing pressure at
home from Russian nationalists, conservative legislators and even political moderates to keep the islands, which the Japanese
call the Northern Territories.
The former Soviet Union seized the four
islands at the end of World War II. Many
Russians see them as a strategic military
post. The islands also are among the richest
fishing grounds in the world.
More importantly, surrendering them
would be a big blow to Russian pride and
could encourage territorial claims against
Russia by other nations, including the Baltic
states, Finland and China.
Japan has refused to supply badly needed aid to Russia or make any major investments because of the territorial dispute.
Presidential spokesman Vyacheslav
Kostikov said Yeltsin heard no new proposals from Watanabe and that any Russian alternatives would be proposed to Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa at the
Tokyo summit.
"Russia and the president of Russia cannot settle this problem under pressure
applied by Japan - economic, political and
social, and even psychological:’ Kostikov
quoted Yeltsin as saying.

o Russia to scrap ID
cards from Big
Brother era

MOSCOW (AP) - Despite fears of a
rush on cities, Russia will dismantle the
Soviet system of internal passports that for
60 years dictated where citizens could live,
work and travel, the Interior Ministry said
Wednesday.
The passports will be replaced in 1994
by identity cards that will no longer list an
individual’s ethnic background, marital status or criminal record, the ITAR-Tass news
agency said.
All Russian citizens over the age of 16
have been required to carry internal passports. Failure to have one has been considered a criminal offense.
Besides acting as identity cards and residence permits, they are required for such
things as buying domestic airplane tickets,
registering marriages and obtaining public health care.
Authorities in Moscow and other large
cities fear the new identification cards will
mean a huge influx of people into cities,
aggravating the acute housing shortage and
other economic woes.
The former Soviet Union’s Constitutional
Supervision Committee ruled that residence
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUQATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR SALE
CONCERT TICKETS? Liza Mini-tele
(21 $34. ea. 10/23. Neil Diamond
(3)529. ea 10/4. 408261 2014.

LINE.
CARE
NEW SKIN
MEE UST, WORLD COINS. Send "Athena of Beverly Hills". Introdue
3usriess size SASE to: Hadlock, tory offer for SJSU students.
lox 2166, Orarge Park, R. 32067. Cleansing emulsion, AM&PM
complex, elastin gel, exfoliating
"WANTED! $2,000. REWARD" scrub, wrinkle aearn. Fully guaran
Pi’s for 2nd Annual Bay Area teed. Said 29.99 to CBL Merchan
timing, Dept. SD, 1702 H.200
Talent Search! (5101 2669333
Meridian Ave. San Jose, CA
95125. Fa maw Flo. send SASE.
PARALEGAL CERTIFICATE,
Chayrnan Unhersity. Stnnyvale.
8 weekends, Sept 12. Nov. 1.
(408) 7345017.
GREEK
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
xays - ro charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Erroll now!
For trcchure see
A.S. Office or
Call 5006553225

FRATERNITY / SORORYTY INS.
Clip this notice
We insure TOR fraternities &
sonnies than arri local nsuranoe
broker. If you have had difficulty
obtanng compete:se liability
and property coserages,
call (408)252 730a

66,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Insurance coverage for students
airy Blue Cross of California.
Rates as low as $22. per month
Also available are:
Pregnancy plan &
Dental plan
1133 Saratoga Ave. San Jou_
(463)252 7300

COMPUTER Programer f/t or p/t
with BS or MS needed. Send
resume Horstrearn Soft. 4 N. 2nd
St. Si, 95113, FAX 4062966157.

HELP WANTED

7

plastic bag containing a farewell gift of a
suit of clothes and a pair of slippers.
"They recognized their faults and they
have been educated. So right now we have
decided to release them," said Top Chhon,
the deputy commissioner for police.
Some prisoners cried as they walked
through the barbed wire gate to freedom.
One angrily threw his prison gift to the side
of the road and sped off on the back of a
motorcycle.
Meng Leang, 52, a toothless man with
sunken cheeks, was cut off from his family
during 10 years in jail.
"I spent so many years in jail. I wasted
everything," he said.
Meng Leang said he was imprisoned after
being accused of not reporting the killing
of a woman who lived in his house.
He said he was held for much of the time
in a 15- by 30-foot cell with 50 to 60 people. Often he was shackled and fed nothing
but rice and soup.
A few weeks ago, after McNamaris office
expressed concern about prison conditions,
government authorities abolished the use
of metal shackles on prisoners and sent the
seriously ill to hospitals.
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) The government also established a comThe Vietnamese-installed government on mission to improve health conditions and
Wednesday released 70 prisoners who had food in the prisons and to review the cases
been held, often in shackles, for as long as of prisoners.
10 years without trial.
The government has said it has already
A government commission determined freed all political prisoners detained durthere was not enough evidence to try them, ing the 13 years of civil war.
said Dennis McNamara, who heads the
But late last month, U.N. officials found
human rights section of the U.N. Transitwo military prisons in northwestern Camtional Authority in Cambodia, which is
bodia holding 12 detainees, at least some
helping Cambodia prepare for elections.
of them political prisoners who apparentThe prisoners appeared confused as they ly had been tortured. They have since beensquatted in the central courtyard of Phnom freed through U.N. intervention.
Penh’s decaying 1-3 prison, each holding a

permits were unconstitutional, but nothing was done about them before the country collapsed in December 1991.
Since then, many reform measures have
been tied up by bureaucratic and political
wrangling.
Viktor Vorobyov, a spokesman for the
Russian Interior Ministry, said legislation
to abolish them is being drafted. He did not
know when it would be presented to the
Russian legislature.
The draft bill says Russians moving to a
new area would be required only to register with local municipal authorities or their
hotel, as required in many other European
countries, ITAR-Tass said.
Russians will still need separate passports for foreign travel, and foreigners living in Russia will receive temporary identity cards that could cost as much as $150
a year.

@ Government
releases 70 people
held without trial

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for producb or
servkas advertlead below nor Is
Mere any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Deily corisht al paid advertising
and ofIerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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Phone: 924-3277 FAX: 924-3282
2 MASTER BDRP46, 2 full baths.
6 closets, 2 blocks from SJSU.
Underground parking, laundry
room. BBQ area, pool table, ping
pong table. Free cable TV. 148 E.
BABYSITTOt: %able his. $5./tr. TEACHER AT HIGH QUALITY drop Wiliam St. Call Cindy at 947C603.
2 bits. from carnpus. Includes free it play center for 2-12 yr olds. Flex
DIE ROOMMATE SERVICE
PT sched. day, eve. weekends.
parkarg name Usa 286.5451.
Largest selection.
Mn. 6 ECE units mq. 12 pref. Kids
Lew Cost
Park near Oakridge Mall 2816880.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Fast results.
*Teachers & Substitutes.
3410 Steens Creek Blvd.
’Medical / Dental Benefits.
Open Mon.- Sat., 11 am. 7 pm
*Sock & Vacation Pay.
241-5510
Emplosee Childcare Credit
1 BORN. COTTAGE rear campus,
*Employee Referral Bonus
privacy, kicking garage, util. pad, WORK EXCHANGE FOR RENT:
Now hung for before and after
3650.Washer/dryer, walli-n cbset, Help disabled person in a.m.S.
school age chid care progyams
walitowall carpet. etc. Parking for Mon. -Fri. 15 hours/week. Can
arid peaschcol programs.
two. For info call Darrel. 2926723. earn. Lease message. 2960636.
Minimise 12 Lnits ECE
or related course work
(i.e. elementary Ed. or reaeabon). PRIVATE ROOM, 1/2 Mock 515U. ROOM 4 rent. 1 blk. fr SJSU. Vic.
Also hnng credential students or kitchen ply, near downtown. Non house, 2 rooms 4 $300. ea..
smoker, prefer resp. male student. 10% of PG&E a mo.$200.dep.
ecgovalent to work foot, emote
2917926
$285. /me. 297-7679.
elementary as erstructional ads.
We are offenng FT. PT, split shifts
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
760 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
and flex hours for students.
Cal (408) 257-7326
2 bedroom/2 bath start $770. with al electric kitchen. dishwash
Walk or ride bike to school. er, air conditioner, gated covered
for an nterview
panting and on site laundry.
Laundry facilities. Secured
or further rfrinnation.
entrance. Ample parking. Cable TV Bright and airy. Quart. MO for staff
DEUVERY DRIVERS 8 CASHIERS available. Remodeled. roomy & OK for two. 1 block from campus.
From $670. / month.
DAY 8 EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL. very clean. Call Manager288-9157
Aspen Vintage Iowa. 2974705.
Gail pay! Must be reliable and
or leave message.
hard worker. Apply in person.
Pasta Mia Restaurant
2565N. First St. or call 4357:300

RECEPTIONIST, P/1 MORNINGS.
10 minutes from SJSU. $6./hr.
Phone & light typing. Neat
appearance required. 9956425.

LOOKING FOR dynamic & Mendly
people to expand international
marketing business. For this great
opporttrary cal 9933740.

HOUSING

SPORTS / NEWS SATELLITE
Broadcast Co. seeker spats fans
with PC experience. Casual atmos
phere.
evening & weekends.
Growth oppty. (408)379 0925.

WEEKEND A.M.’S 117-11.HR. Can
train. Help disabled person with POP SYSTEMS HAS )0E1 openings
WANTED:
personal care. Lv. msg 2960636. ii hightech computer ndustry. Call
(408) 944.0301 for interest in
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 IIANS per week
67.00 PER HOUR JOBS
a full.time account executive or
as a Commtruty Friend, provider
8 hour shifts /Part or Fullerne
parttime shipping / receiving cleft
DAY. SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
position.Excellent opportunity
social swede to those who
endure mental illness. We tran
Excellent benefits. We train.
for marketing majors or any
408 436-0606
No expenence neoessary,
graduatre senior
WEEKLY PAY
Credit aeon
AFRICAN CONVECTION
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Special jobs to $8.50 per h31.11.
Many positions. Great benefits.
BOOKSTORE
Apply 8 arn.-5 pm. Monday - Friday Cal 1-8063383398 ext. P 3310.
Books, magazines, tapes and
unique gift Items.
Vanguard SeourIty Sentare
CRUISE
SHIPS
3212 Scott BAci. Santa Clara
Hours: Tues. VW Fri. 16 pm.
HIRING
Sat.. 10 - 6 an. & Sun. 114 pm. Near 1018 San Tomas & Olcott . Earn 2,000. ../month. Summer &
career employment available. No
463 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose.
PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME expenence necessary. For
an,
408.2793342
International Marketing firm seek. call 1206.5454155 ext. C6041.
ing dynamic, sertmotwated indivici
AUTOMOTIVE
uals to help Ned expanding South CHILDCARE- 1 hour in mornings
Bay area. 408-365-9869. Sales and 3 hours in afternoons. Must
AUTO INSURANCE
& management paositiore available. have car & be able to &Ise & pick
Campus Inseam* Service
up from school. Call Jeanette at
Special Student Pe:grams
243-5633 evenirg,s
Sen/rg SJSU for 20 years
DANCE TEACHERS!
"Great Rates for Good Drives"
Expertenoe & car required
99643955.
GREEKS & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
’Good Rates for Non-Good Criers’
$1.000.00in just one week! Plus
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
CASHIERS-CHEVRON Self-Serve 51.000. for the member ssho calls!
*Good Student’
Near campus. P/1 or F/T flex Nile And a free headphone radio just for
"Family Multkar"
CALL TODAY
hours. $5.50/hr. to start. 4th and caller 1-8009320528, ext. 65.
Santa Clara Chevron.
2965270

CLEAN, SECURE 2 BD/2BA. APT
Laundry, gated parking. $775./mo.
-0. dep. 529 South 10th St. 01
or call Mchael 8 998-5485.

arstups, fin. and & wants in each
40 page report! ’Cal for free ii? o.
1600-9444X66 ext. 7620.

WORDPROCESSING

STUDIO APT FOR 1 PERSON.
$475. mo. $300. dep. Util. pd.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Parking. Call for appt 2597040.
Word Processing! Theses, term
WILLOW GARDENS APTS. papers, Nursing & group prixecis.
Minutes from San Jose State. resumes, letters, manuscripts, etc.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2 Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laser Jet. All
full baths. Ideal for students and formats plus APA. Spelling, punctu
roommates. Swimming pool, abon and gramme assistance. All
saunas, weight room and club. work guaranteed! Saw 35$ with
house. Quality living at a reason Referral Discounts! For worryfree.
able rate. Ask for student discoint dependable, and prompt service,
1750 Stokes St. (408) 998.0300. call PAM 247 2681 (8 a.rnEl p.m)
ROOM 4 RENT- SARATOGA/ 280
3 badman 2 1/2 bath.
Nonsmoker. $300./mo.
Cal 2821203. Eve: 2440795.

SERVICES
CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
*Scholarships & finencial aid
available regardless of wake or
parents mane! Over 300.000
scholarships totaling $29 billion!
’Average of 1(1) sources of schoi

WORD PROCESSING
Ovenvhelmed by reports
to tar typed?
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME.
Graduate & undergrad. Resumes.
term papers. theses. letters, etc.
24 hour turnaround on most wish.
Arnantrisent necessary.
Cal Anna. 9724992.
I HAM TO TYPE!
if this got your attention.
gwe yerself a break
Let me do rt for you!

Free pick tap and delivery.
62.00 per page.
Cal Jule at 998-8354
PERFECT PAGE PUBLISHING
Resumes, newsletters. logos.
promotionals. papers, theses
Student discants
’Creative Solutions for Every
Desktop Publisher Nee0.’
To 9 pm. (4081997.7055.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / the.
ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turataan and other formats.
Resumes, editing. graphics
and other services available.
Masterson s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Prccesser. Term Papas
Theses. Graduate. Work. APA &
Tumbler.. DC41,4) PubliO-ag,
Graphic Desei & Lay,ut
Laser Chitrot
Satisfacten
V. I. P. Graphics
Near Oakri10,
363925.1

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hare. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between woi,

OFTILIEFIOEMOOEICIEEEEILIOEIECIIILM-ILL.
I 1 EIEELJLICIEEEIOEMLJ=FIEFILJOI7EDELIEOL:
LIOODIFILIOOELILIOREH__IFOLJE OEDOECIEL
FIDLIEDOEF1EILJOLJEMP7CLJLIFITIEICEJT1771Ad Ratas: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 liner
5 lines
linos
51 Gs

One
Two
Day
Days
;5
$7
$6
IS
57
St
SS
$10
h giber-eller

Three
Days
SS
$10
$11
$12

Few
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rate Increamas by $I payday.
loci line (25 spaces) in bid free (lour
lip to 5 additional wads in bold for 53 each

SEMESTER RATES*
’3-9 lines: 70. 10-14 lines. $90.
15-191ines: $110.

Pleas* check ,/
your classification:

1.

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
,
,
[
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1-4,11, Room 209

All ads are prepaid.
1, rt,fon/j,,,,r, ,r, .11,1
QUESTIONS? CALL (4081924-3277
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did, I confidered going to colie3e in Florida,
Hey, buil’ then rwouldr; t kave +he opportunity
1-0 be mowed in, in of// placef,the Physici
build Ina. Jus+ me, coo* perpetual motor)
geeks and at electrostatrc 9enerd tor.
m+h only a cancly machine and my
calling card for recreation."

liether you’re on -campus or off, even if you’re studying
.throad, the AT&T Calling Card helps you keep in touch.
It’s the least expensive way to call state-to-state on
when vou can’t dial direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save
Plan. you’ll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls! And
once you have your card, you’ll never need to apply for another.
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Get your Calling Card now and you’ll get your first call free!*
You’ll also become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program
of products and services that saves students time and money
So as you can see, the AT&T Calling Card can do an incredible
amount of things, for a 1 ounce piece of plastic. So much for the
theory of relativity

To get an AT&T Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 852.
CA.:
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